
Cultured Decadence: The Only Thing Missing is the Shell

Introduction

Company Background:

Cultured Decadence is a Wisconsin-based cellular agriculture company that uses cell cultures

and tissue engineering technologies to make lobster meat directly from the animal's cells. The

company was established in early 2020 with a mission to "create cell-cultured seafood that is

nutritious, animal-friendly, sustainable, and provides an authentic experience to consumers

worldwide." Cultured Decadence is still in the R&D phase, though they expect to have a high

fidelity prototype available in early 2022. Their timeline for commercialization is 3 years and they

plan to introduce their product in the B2B market through partnerships with trusted grocery

retailers like Trader Joes and Costco that manufacture packaged foods, in addition to

partnerships with chefs and restaurants.

Lobster Market:

Lobster was an appealing choice for Cultured Decadence to produce for several key reasons.

First, the supply is limited. Maine is currently responsible for about 80% of the US lobster supply

(source) and 52% of the global supply. However, as climate change has increased water

temperature and acidity - the Gulf of Maine in particular is the fastest warming body of water on

the planet - lobster populations have been driven further from shore. As a result, catching

lobsters has become increasingly difficult and costly. Populations may decline in the future, as

has happened in New York and Connecticut, which in 2014 had 97% less landings than in peak

years. Aquaculture is not an option for lobsters because they are cannibalistic and won’t mate in

captivity.

From a market perspective, lobster currently exists as a gourmet, specialty product. Lobster and

crab meat represent a $20B market within the $100B crustacean meat market, and it is

projected to experience a 4.5% compound annual growth rate. Live lobsters take 8 years to

reach maturity and even then only yield 25% meat from the entire animal, so it typically

commands a higher market price than other meat and seafood products. If a company like

https://nypost.com/2018/06/09/americas-lobster-bonanza-is-about-to-go-bust/


Cultured Decadence can produce lobster at a lower cost, it has the potential to capture a

significant portion of the market and achieve high margins.

Cultivated Lobster:

The process for growing cultured lobster is far more efficient than traditional lobster. They use

tissue samples from high-quality Maine lobsters to grow the meat, targeting an 8 week growth

cycle rather than 8 years. The growing process allows all of the product to be used rather than

just 25%. As a result, Cultured Decadence can produce lobster at a much lower cost. Compared

to other meats, lobster is also less structurally complex and therefore relatively easier to

produce. As Cultured Decadence works on developing their product, they are taking specific

care to ensure their cultivated lobster meat will have the same look, taste and texture as

traditional lobster. Importantly, the end product will not have a shell.

Cultured Decadence’s lobster product won’t replace the experience of eating a whole lobster.

Rather, they intend for it to be an ingredient product in dishes like lobster bisque, lobster

dumplings and lobster mac n’ cheese. The commercialized product will initially be small,

less-than-1 inch chunks of lobster meat likely sold in multi-pound bags to food suppliers.

Additionally, since cultured lobster isn’t constrained by a shell, it can be grown into different

shaped molds for customers, like chefs, who have specific preferences for the visual

presentation of the food.

Client’s Advertising Campaign Prompt:

Our mentor shared that Cultured Decadence’s stated goal for an advertising campaign is

building awareness, understanding, and excitement for their product at the consumer level.

They see their target consumer as Gen X and younger and want to understand how they can

position themselves to get this demographic excited about their story and product. These

generations have grown up familiar with alternative proteins, like veggie patties in grocery stores

and Burger King’s Impossible Whopper, and they believe this familiarity will predispose them to

accept cultivated meat as the next generation of alternative protein.



Market Research

Objectives:

Following discussions with our client, we conducted secondary qualitative and quantitative

research to understand consumer attitudes towards cultured lobster. We formulated the

following primary objectives to target our ideal customer:

● Segment customers through demographics and psychographics related to their behavior
and attitudes towards food.

● Identify a customer segment which would be most willing to try cultured lobster.

Furthermore, given that our ultimate task was to create an advertising campaign, we also

formulated the following secondary objectives to help shape the messaging and channel of our

ad towards our ideal customer:

● Identify the main channels in which our customer segments consume food-related media
and information.

● Identify the main channels in which our customer segments purchase their foods.
● Identify underlying motivation of trying cultured lobster over conventional lobster.

Finally, our client had also given feedback that they would be interested in a comparative

analysis of customer’s attitudes towards all types of alternative protein.

Secondary Research:

Our secondary research not only provided insight about the topic itself, but also served as a

starting point for constructing our in-depth interview script and survey for our qualitative and

quantitative research steps, respectively.

Of particular note was the Good Food Institute’s 2021 survey, Choosing alternative seafood. It

asked about attitudes toward food choice and nutrition, the appeals of alternative seafood in

factors of sustainability, health, and functionality, and barriers to its acceptance. In a TURF

analysis on cultivated seafood, taste had the greatest importance, with 78% customer reach,

followed by ocean conservancy with an additional 7%. The most appealing functional aspects of

cultivated seafood were “Has good flavor” (78%) and “No chance of food poisoning” (73%).

Overall, the report recommended that flavor and texture parity could cement a product as viable,

https://gfi.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Choosing-alternative-seafood.pdf


a health and sustainability focus could bring in early adopters, and familiarity coupled with

availability could bring in latecomers.

In our own research, we wanted to further identify benefits and barriers for cultivated lobster,

since it is a unique food item with a “gourmet” reputation and an inedible shell. In particular, we

wanted to differentiate whether cultivated lobster could have wider appeal and use due to

convenience, or whether the product would supplement the existing gourmet seafood niche.

Qualitative Research:

Methodology

We conducted 5 formal in-depth interviews that lasted between 20-30 minutes long. Their ages

ranged from 23 to 65 years old, and they live across the US. These interviews aimed to probe

for meaningful characteristics that might help create customer segments within the context of

cultured lobster. For the interview guide, see Exhibit 1.

Results

Apart from one vegetarian interviewee, every respondent had a positive impression of

conventional lobster but also had reasons that deterred them from eating lobster more than they

currently do. The lack of lobster’s accessibility emerged in several forms. Interviewees said that

its high cost was the biggest reason that they do not eat lobster; though among them, some

would appreciate eating lobster in forms like “mac’n’cheese or bisques” while others want to

save lobster for special occasions. Another form of inaccessibility is the freshness, where most

interviewees recognized that the main source of lobster is not local to their region. Finally,

another notable form of inaccessibility is the difficulty in preparation and consumption of lobster,

which is yet another reason that makes lobster not an item for a typical meal.

Outside of attitudes towards lobster, there was variation in how people decide what to eat. For

one “health is the main purpose of eating,” which coincides with their conservativeness of trying

different foods. Others reference eating whatever they could cook from the grocery store.

Themes of agency and availability emerge even more with contrasting experiences, where one

interviewee responds that they eat “whatever [their] parents make” while another responds that

they eat “whatever [they] feel like eating.”



Finally, there is some basic understanding of what cultured meat is within our sample, though

some misunderstood “cultured” to mean other things. Our interviewees also differed greatly on

how sustainability factored into the appeal of cultured lobster with some saying it was their main

driver while others don’t see it as a priority.

Quantitative Research

In the form of a survey, our quantitative research aims to extend our qualitative and secondary

research to provide a direction for our advertising campaign.

Methodology

Sample

We surveyed 104 participants, sourced from the researchers’ classmates and friends as well as

from an online survey exchange platform. 18 respondents were ages 18-24, 56 respondents

were ages 25-34, and the remaining 30 respondents were over the age of 35. While the

sample’s age is skewed, it aligns with the company’s goal of reaching younger consumers.

Further demographic information can be found in Exhibit 2.

Survey creation
We constructed our survey into five parts:

● Psychographics: We asked 18 five-point Likert scale questions that measured
preferences and behaviors regarding food and were informed by our qualitative
interviews. Results from this section aimed to cluster similar respondents.

● Channels: We asked where respondents shopped for groceries and how they got new
ideas about food. Results from this section aimed to tell us about how to reach our target
consumer.

● Attitudes towards lobster: We asked what prevented respondents from eating more
lobster. Results from this section aimed to find the most important product differentiator
to consumer among the attributes described by the company found in Exhibit 3.

● Attitudes towards cultured meats: After defining cultured meat, we asked respondents
to rate the appeal of cultured meat in relation to conventional, plant-based, and imitation
meats, as well as their perceived costs and willingness to pay. Results from this section
aimed to select our desired target consumer.



● Demographics: We asked about standard measures for age, gender, employment
status, income, and state of residence. Notably, we also asked for dietary preferences.
Results from this section aimed to color the profile of our target consumer.

Results – Factor Analysis

We first conducted a factor analysis upon our 18 psychographic variables. These variables were

appropriate for a factor analysis (KMO ≥ 0.7, p < 0.001), generating 6 factors that explain a

cumulative 67% of the variance. A mapping between factors and survey questions can be found

in Exhibit 4.

Our six factors were:
● Concern about sustainability of food
● Openness to exploring different foods
● Importance of health
● Dislike of meat
● Preference for high quality foods
● Preference for easy consumption

While the factors generally coincided with what we had in mind while creating the survey, there

were some interesting differences.

The variable “eating meat is not ethical” is correlated to both the factor for sustainability as well

as dislike of meat. This suggests that while sustainability is a large part of the reason people

believe meat is unethical, there are other reasons that we have not captured.

We had not intended for the variables “I prefer my meals to be quick” and “I cook my own food”

to be grouped under the factor openness to explore, with preferring quick meals being

negatively correlated with openness and cooking your own food being positively correlated.

Lastly, the variable “I follow recommendations on what I should or shouldn’t eat” correlates with

the factor for the importance of health, suggesting that health is the strongest driver for

opinion-seeking behavior over other factors like sustainability or quality foods.

Results – Cluster Analysis



Given the 6 factors that we had identified, we ran a cluster analysis to group similar respondents

and identify defining characteristics. Exhibit 5 shows the output of this analysis that led us to

create our 4 customer segments:

● Unconcerned (19 respondents): of all respondents, these consumers scored the lowest
on openness to exploring different foods, importance of health, and preference for high
quality foods. This suggests that they care little about where their food comes from and
don’t view meals as an experience to be enjoyed, but rather a means to satisfy hunger.

● Meat-Loving Foodies (30 respondents): these consumers enjoy eating good food and
don’t mind if a meal takes extra time or effort. Their idea of a tasty, satisfying meal
generally includes meat, and they enjoy meat the most of all the customer segments.
They have the highest preference for high quality foods, and typically prioritize good food
over convenient food.

● Convenience Eaters (36 respondents): this group is defined by their preference for
foods that are easy to consume, whereas they are average on most other factors. Many
of our interviewees fall into this cluster. While they can have several considerations
about their food, including favoring sustainable practices, when asked to describe how
they decide what to eat, foods that are “cheap and sufficient” are ultimately what they
choose. Some of our interviewees described having busy schedules that make them
want to “get in and get out” of the kitchen. This suggests that, though they typically enjoy
food, the convenience takes priority.

● Sustainability-Minded (19 respondents): these consumers make sustainability a top
priority in their eating habits. They are most likely to have self-imposed dietary
restrictions (flexitarian, pescatarian, vegetarian, vegan) for ethical and sustainable
reasons, and find meat the least appealing of all customer groups. One vegetarian
interviewee who falls into this cluster says that she has considered ethical meat-eating
practices, but decided it was too complicated to enforce and explain to others.

For a full summary of the survey results, see Exhibit 6.

Target Customer:

With these four customer segments defined by our data analysis, we sought to choose one

group as our target customer for the basis of our marketing strategy and advertising campaign.

We assessed each segment based on how much Cultured Decadence appeals to the segment

(customer fit) and how appealing the segment is to Cultured Decadence (customer

attractiveness). The following visual shows the relative fit and attractiveness of each segment

and their relative segment size.



Ultimately, we determined that the Convenience Eaters group should be Cultured Decadence’s

target audience. They have a relatively high fit; the shell-less nature of cultivated lobster means

it’s an easier food to eat, and Cultured Decadence’s plan to sell their lobster as an ingredient

product for prepared foods aligns with this segment’s pattern of eating quick meals. They are

also supportive of sustainable food practices, generally enjoy trying new foods and are open to

trying cultured lobster.

Further, this is an attractive group for Cultured Decadence. They represent the largest market

share for Cultured Decadence relative to the other segments. Additionally, the majority of this

group both expects and is willing to pay a higher price for cultured lobster than what Cultured

Decadence will sell at, so they won’t be particularly limited by price point.

We also find it important to note that an advertising campaign targeting Convenience Eaters will

also capture some of the Sustainability-Minded group. The sustainability-driven eating behaviors

of the Sustainability-Minded group make them a high fit for the product and they are well-aligned

with the company’s mission. However, they are a somewhat less attractive group than

Convenience Eaters. Even if they agree with the cultured meat mission, many in this segment

limit the amount of meat they consume or don’t eat meat at all, so they might not purchase the

product. Further, this segment is much smaller relative to the others, so targeting them would



limit Cultured Decadence’s ability to capture market share. Nonetheless, the two groups have

many similarities, and the primary differences lie in the intensity of their preferences and

behaviors. Consequently, we expect that many of the advertising elements we will use to appeal

to Convenience Eaters will also attract Sustainability-Minded consumers. Further, given the

Sustainability-Minded group’s strong motivation to eat sustainably, many are likely to try

cultivated lobster if they are aware of it, whereas we expect the Convenience Eaters to take

more convincing.

Understanding Convenience Eaters:

As previously described, Convenience Eaters often opt for quick meals. They don’t always cook

for themselves and when they do, they opt for meals that aren’t difficult to prepare or eat. They

tend to eat the same foods, though they still enjoy trying new things. They generally agree that

the food industry should be more sustainable and that meat-production is concerning, but they

aren’t particularly inclined to change their eating patterns as a result. Further, they don’t

perceive eating meat as unethical and tend to find it an appealing food option.

Convenience Eaters like lobster somewhat but don’t have strong feelings towards it. Their main

reasons for not eating more lobster currently are that it’s expensive, difficult to cook, and

unavailable at nearby restaurants. Notably, no respondents in the Convenience Eaters group

chose the unsafe, unhealthy, or bad for the environment options when describing main reasons

for not eating more lobster. Most described themselves as somewhat likely to try cultured

lobster. They see its main benefits as being more sustainable and lower cost than traditional

lobster, while their biggest concerns are taste, texture, and unfamiliarity with the product.

Their primary shopping channels are supermarkets, organic markets and warehouse club stores

like Costco and Sam’s Club, and their top sources for new recipes are friends and family, social

media and online videos.

See Exhibit 7 for a description of the Convenience Eaters and Sustainability-Minded segments.

Advertising Campaign Strategy

Our campaign strategy centers around the theme: the only thing missing is the shell.



We arrived at this theme to accomplish several objectives. With Cultured Decadence still in

R&D, our ultimate goal is to raise consumer awareness of the product itself. Consumers are

either unfamiliar with cultured meats or have inaccurate preconceived notions about it, and the

need to clearly communicate cultured lobsters’ value proposition is especially important with the

selection of our target consumer, the Convenience Eaters, who are less likely to be familiar with

cultured lobster than those who are Sustainability-Minded.

For our Convenience Eaters, the messaging of our campaign should match their attitudes and

behaviors related to food. “The only thing missing is the shell” is a campaign that accomplishes

three things for this target consumer.

1. It directs their attention to an easily recognizable production differentiator. Instead of
highlighting every single feature of cultured lobster, the “missing shell” hooks our
consumers and increases the likelihood that they will remember the brand.

2. It implies that our product is as good as the product that our consumers are used to.
With their top concerns being taste and unfamiliarity, while Convenience Eaters may be
willing to try the product, they are skeptical that cultured meat is “real” meat. Some might
view cultured foods as just a technological advancement but not impacting food in our
everyday lives. By saying “the only thing missing”, we highlight that everything else – the
taste and the familiarity of lobster – is still there.

3. It highlights a specific value proposition of cultured lobster, which is that our consumers
would not need to crack open a lobster shell to enjoy lobster meat. This plays heavily
into the Convenience Eaters’ desire to have foods that are easy to consume, saving
them time and effort.

Furthermore, we have the opportunity to establish Cultured Decadence’s brand for the first time

since Cultured Decadence itself is a relatively unknown company to consumers. Since

Convenience Eaters value ease, affordability, and accessibility, the brand should also have the

same attributes by having imagery and messaging that is less stylish or polished and more

friendly and approachable.

Finally, our brand and messaging should still pay homage to Cultured Decadence’s mission to

create cultured seafood that is both sustainable and authentic. Even if this is not the main

attribute for Convenience Eaters, sustainability is still an important secondary factor that not

only connects with Sustainability-Minded customers but also makes all consumers feel good

about the foods they eat.



We implement the campaign in three phases. First, advertisements and events spread

awareness of Cultured Decadence’s cultured lobster with focused messaging to our target

consumers. Second, our content strategy enriches our customers’ understanding of Cultured

Decadence’s purpose and mission more holistically, creating deeper customer trust and loyalty.

Lastly, upon commercialization, partnerships with other trusted retailers ensure a successful

launch by taking advantage of those retailers’ existing brand equity and customer bases.

Advertising Channels

Social media

A strong web presence is pivotal for targeting the right audience to introduce Cultured

Decadence and their products. Across the board, social media was the most selected channel

for where respondents got new food ideas. We also recommend using social media because of

the variety of ways consumers can engage with our products, messaging, and community. Each

social media application caters to a slightly different audience, however each audience contains

consumers that fit the mold of convenience and sustainability driven buyers when it comes to

food. Specifically, Facebook provides the opportunity to penetrate interest groups and

communities who represent our exact target audience. Instagram provides the opportunity to

hone in on our target age demographic and provide a more informal marketing approach to our

audience.

Facebook

The Facebook demographic is generally of an older median age with heavily engaged users in

specific interest groups and communities. For this reason, we recommend Cultured Decadence

take advantage of specific user groups relating to sustainability conscious and convenience

food buyers. Ex. Recipe Clubs, Sustainability coalitions, Chef groups, etc. Target group sizes

will range between 300 - 100,000 members, and average metrics for ads start at ~$7 for 1000

impressions, with an average 9.21% conversion ratio.



For the advertisement itself we recommend minimalist, informative, and colorful banner ads or

sponsored posts in specific interest groups that can allow users to redirect to Cultured

Decadence’s website for more information on the product and where to find it.

Instagram

Instagram users are best engaged through image driven content. We recommend sponsored

posts with reputed news and food review accounts, as well as regular advertisement on the

company profile. Stories, posts, and reels are methods of tapping into Instagram’s promotional

algorithm, allowing for more viewership and presence on the timelines of target audience

members. Instagram outreach can lead curious consumers to the Cultured Decadence profile

page, which then can redirect to a number of other links including website and partnerships.

Advertisements run ~$7 for 1000 impressions, with an average 1.08% conversion ratio. For the

advertisement we recommend visually appealing, light hearted advertisements like memes and

short videos that are strategically placed to a target demographic of food enthusiasts and

sustainability profiles can drive high engagement.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1190lYoRiGmRrkgIJXfipFy3z3BLK0KWK/view?usp=sharing


Events

Street festivals and restaurant events provide an opportunity to try a product and see its

preparation. Festival food especially puts lobster into a social, accessible, and familiar context,

and is eaten by attendees across a wide demographic. Having Cultivated Decadence's lobster

served alongside tens of other vendors' foods establishes it as an everyday, casual food option.

Here, the Taste of Chicago is examined as a promotion opportunity due to its long duration,

large attendance, culinary theme, and the possibility of putting on a cooking demonstration.

Taking place over 5 days, the festival is one of the largest food festivals, with 1.5 million

attendees in 2018. In the same year, seafood sales included 11,000 servings of “mustard-fried

https://www.tastesofchicago.com/
https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/depts/dca/provdrs/chicago_festivals/news/2018/july/taste.html


catfish” and 2,100 lbs of “lightly breaded shrimp.” At the 2017 Taste, Oak Street Beach Cafe

sold 3,500 servings of slipper tail lobster. Through partnership with a local restaurant, which

would additionally highlight viability as an ingredient supplier, Cultured Decadence’s lobster can

be served to thousands of customers in a familiar product such as a lobster roll or lobster

mac’n’cheese, while an appropriately designed menu board informs of the lobster’s origins in

the Midwest. Booth workers would likely be engaging attendees in answering questions about

cultivated lobster, and would be briefed on the product in addition to having experience cooking

with it.

Taste of Chicago also hosts cooking demonstrations, competitions, and related culinary special

events. Partnership with a restaurant chef or crew, combined with press promotion, could draw

further attention to cultivated lobster’s presence at the event. Lobster bisque or lobster

mac’n’cheese are two dishes suited for a cooking demonstration, as they exemplify the

convenience of Cultured Decadence’s shell-less lobster.

Smaller-scale general street festivals are present in almost every major city, including Madison’s

own Madison Street Festival (30,000 attendees) and Milwaukee’s Brady Street Festival (50,000

attendees). Where allowed, informative banners can additionally attract and intrigue attendees.

Taste of Chicago is also in contrast with Chicago Gourmet, a high-profile, ticketed ($200 range)

foodie event with around 14,000 attendees. A showcase with samples instead of sales, the

event fits our meat-loving foodie segment more than convenience or sustainability-minded, but

https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/depts/dca/provdrs/chicago_festivals/news/2017/july/taste_of_chicago.html
https://www.chicagogourmet.org/


has impressive coverage (1.2 billion impressions the weekend of in 2018). A sustained event

presence can build up interest and support a sense of familiarity around cultivated lobster.

Content Strategy

In regards to our content strategy, we decided to pursue a more informational and educational

approach. Our recommendation is to build trust and confidence among consumers by offering

educational resources (through mediums of video, writing, and in-person learning opportunities)

regarding cultivated food. As the leading platform for video viewership, YouTube is an important

and reputable tool to leverage as a location for videos, live streams, and advertisements.

Similarly, digital publications from news hubs can offer beneficial brand association with

professionalism and honesty for Cultured Decadence. Finally, exhibits on cultured lobster at

museums can serve as an non-traditional but effective communication channel for exposing

consumers to cultivated meat.

YouTube

YouTube marketing is a unique opportunity for the brand to showcase more meaning and

messaging about the brand in a multi-faceted way. Videos showcasing the behind the scenes,

educational, and purpose of Cultured Decadence will help inform and educate your audience on

why cultivated food is important as well as its safety in building trust. YouTube provides the

opportunity to instill confidence and grow curiosity throughout the target audience, supplemental

to other social channels like Facebook and Instagram that initiate the interest in consumers.

Digital Publications

Digital publications and news outlets provide more substantive engagement. Articles about

products can be shared and reposted to social profiles, spreading the word between smaller

communities. Digital publications and news media also help to build legitimacy of the brand,

allowing consumers to make the visual connection between Cultured Decadence and other

reputed brands that they trust will boost perception and curiosity. Working together with

journalists and news accounts to provide factual understandings of Cultured Decadence and its

operations will also help dispel most misconceptions about the brand and its efforts. Articles



should be informational, friendly, but also digestible to the reader while including links to social

media accounts and website access for further information.

Exhibits

Educational exhibits in museums are not typically platforms for an ingredient company, but for

cultivated meats, a potentially world-changing innovation that is unfamiliar to many consumers,

they can be a communication channel. An educational or informative presence fosters trust, and

when exposed to a brand in this way, Cultured Decadence can position itself as an authority on

cultivated seafood. Both science museums and aquariums are sites where a well-advertised

cultivated seafood exhibit can succeed in familiarizing consumers with the brand and

highlighting cultivated seafood as an integral part of the future food system. Additionally, an

exhibit provides an opportunity to present the past, present, and future of lobster by

demonstrating how cultivated lobster meat - identical to its animal-derived counterpart - can be

customized in shape and function in ways that animal-derived meat cannot.

An exemplary venue here is the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago. The museum

hosts temporary science exhibits such as Body Worlds and The Science Behind Pixar, which

typically run for 5 months or less, as well as permanent exhibitions like Fast Forward …

Inventing the Future, which exemplifies how technology is being used to progress society. Body

Worlds drew in 800,000 people, while the main museum sees about 1.5 million annual visitors.

Cultivated Decadence, or the UPSIDE Foods family, could present its entire story and mission

alongside the technology behind its lobster in a standalone exhibit, or even as an extension to

Fast Forward. Biopsy equipment, bioreactor parts and scaled-down lab versions, models of

lobster cells and cell matrices, and interactive presentations of problems solved during

development can showcase the technology itself in an educational, not alienating, way. Footage

and pre-recorded interviews of the Cultured Decadence team itself could serve to tell the story

of cultivated lobster as a particular team endeavor with an important personal impact.

Partnerships

Partnerships represent an important way of both promoting our product through trusted sources

and placing our product in locations best suited for Cultured Decadence. We’ve seen that the

primary shopping channels for Convenience Eaters are supermarkets and warehouse stores.

https://www.msichicago.org/press/press-releases/fast-forward/
https://www.msichicago.org/press/press-releases/fast-forward/


Additionally, certain fast casual dining restaurants align closely with our brand strategy of

friendliness and approachability. Cultured Decadence previously identified Trader Joe’s and

Costco as trusted brands to be potential future partners; based on our research and analysis,

we agree that these should be target partners and we expand upon the reasoning for choosing

these. We also recommend ALDI and Panera Bread as two other partners for Cultured

Decadence to pursue.

Costco and Trader Joe’s

Costco provides value to their customers by offering high-quality products, many of them under

their in-house brand Kirkland Signature, at competitive prices. Their current target market is

educated, middle to upper-income customers who are aged 30 and above and have their own

families, though they have started making changes to attract more members of the millennial

and Gen Z age groups through tactics like increasing their social media preference and

expanding their online services. They have a breadth of products under their Kirkland Signature

brand, including a lobster bisque, that Cultured Decadence could be the provider for. They also

have several fresh, in-house prepared meals like casseroles and oven bakes that align well with

having lobster as a fresh ingredient, such as a lobster mac n’ cheese.

Trader Joe’s is one of the largest grocery chains in the U.S. with annual sales estimated at

nearly $14 billion. An analytics firm found that the typical Trader Joe’s customer is white or

Asian between 25 and 44 years old with a bachelor’s degree or higher and an annual income of

over $80,000. Shoppers tend to favor pre-made foods like frozen dinners and salad kits. While

most of Trader Joe’s products are sold under the Trader Joe’s brand, they do sell some

specialty products from outside brands, like Impossible™ Chicken Nuggets.

Though the Trader Joe’s shopping experience is quite different from Costco, they have key

similarities that make them good partners for Cultured Decadence. They are both recognized as

trusted brands with affordable, high quality products, which Cultured Decadence described as a

desired feature in future partners. Their target age range aligns with Cultured Decadence, and

though we weren’t able to achieve statistically significant income differentiators in our survey, we

expect the income demographics for the Convenience Eaters to be similar to Costco and Trader

Joe’s target customers. Their national presence could also help expand Cultured Decadence’s

reach. Some of their most popular food products are refrigerated and frozen pre-made meals,

https://querysprout.com/costco-target-market-demographics/#:~:text=Costco's%20target%20market%20is%20middle,and%20have%20their%20own%20families.
https://www.businessinsider.com/typical-trader-joes-shopper-demographic-younger-married-earning-80k-income-2021-9


whether packaged or made in-house, which provides a good basis for these companies to

create new products with cultivated lobster. Such products could be co-branded with Cultured

Decadence’s name to expand awareness of their product.

Challenges to partnering with these brands could arise from their limited focuses on

sustainability. Both companies have received relatively low rankings for their sustainability

efforts from different external rating groups like Brightly and Greenpeace, which could translate

into an unwillingness to be early adopters of cultivated meat.

ALDI

One assessment of ALDI described that the grocer offers value to their customers by offering

high quality products at cheap prices and their target customer is between 25-45  The company

keeps cost low and facilitates the grocery shopping experience by limiting product variety and

primarily offering products from its private in-house brand Specially Selected. In addition to

ranking high in Brightly’s and Greenpeace’s sustainability ratings, the company announced in

2021 ambitious new sustainability goals to achieve by 2030 that includes reducing food waste

by 50% and incorporating more sustainable and ethical sourcing practices.

Though ALDI has historically been viewed as a discount grocery retailer and with negative

customer impressions, their brand perception has improved significantly in the last few years. A

2018 market survey found that positive consumer impressions of ALDI nearly doubled between

2013 and 2018, and almost surpassed that of Kroger. A 2019 study also indicated that “ALDI is

easier to navigate and a faster, more fun grocery retailer to shop than Walmart Supercenters” in

addition to being “more cost-effective” than other grocery stores.

Compared to Costco and Trader Joe’s, ALDI targets consumers of a slightly lower income

bracket. However, their convenient shopping experience, affordable and high-quality products,

similar target demographic, strong commitments to sustainability and improved brand perception

make them an excellent choice of partner for Cultured Decadence.

https://www.greenmatters.com/p/which-supermarkets-most-sustainable
https://www.presstelegram.com/2018/08/14/greenpeace-ranks-whole-foods-no-1-in-seafood-sustainability-trader-joes-fall-7-spots/
https://allassignmentexperts.com/sample_assignments/management/An%20Analysis%20of%20Aldi%20Supermarket.pdf
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/which-supermarkets-most-sustainable
https://www.presstelegram.com/2018/08/14/greenpeace-ranks-whole-foods-no-1-in-seafood-sustainability-trader-joes-fall-7-spots/
https://www.meatpoultry.com/articles/24680-aldi-defines-2030-sustainability-goals
https://today.yougov.com/topics/consumer/articles-reports/2018/03/06/consumer-perception-aldi-catches-kroger
https://corporate.aldi.us/fileadmin/fm-dam/newsroom/Press_Releases/New_Data_Indicates_Shopping_at_ALDI_is_Simpler__Faster_and_More_Cost-Effective.pdf


Panera Bread

Fast-casual cafe-bakery chain Panera Bread, particularly known for its signature, specialty

breads, offers a variety of affordable, gourmet food selections with a focus on products that

contribute to a healthy diet. In addition to their cafes, the company also has a line of “Panera At

Home” consisting mostly of soups, pasta bowls, salad dressings, breads and coffee that they

sell at grocery stores across the country. Their target consumers are described as “affluent

suburbanites” ranging from 25 to 44 years old, and they offer value to these customers through

their fast, convenient ordering experience and healthy, delicious and varied product offerings.

They’re also a company that’s “centered on innovation”, “not afraid of taking risks”, and “not

afraid of… going first” as a frontrunner for new technologies in order to continuously improve the

customer experience.

Cultured Decadence could both supply lobster for their at-home lobster bisque and work with

the company to offer an in-restaurant lobster-based menu item like lobster mac n’ cheese. One

of the brand’s top challenges is supply chain; as described in the introduction, lobster supply is

already limited, so Cultured Decadence can provide a consistent and affordable supply for them.

Panera’s focus on innovation could predispose them towards favoring the cultivated meat

market and prompt them to be an early adopter. These factors in addition to Panera’s age and

convenience alignment with our Convenience Eaters group make them a good partner for

Cultured Decadence, and also offers them a path into the restaurant industry.

Identifying and responding to backlash

Our analysis of policy and regulation regarding the various aspects of commercialization

provides important guardrails as we develop our advertising and content strategy.

The major legislative issue is that policy surrounding the production and sale of cultivated food

is fragmented among different states. For example, the state legislatures of both Louisiana and

Arkansas have both passed meat labeling policies that come with a fine of $500 per violation. In

Missouri, penalties can include a $1,000 fine as well as prison time. In the most extreme case,

Washington state introduced a bill that prohibits the sale and advertising of cell-cultured meat

and restricts using state funds or facilities for R&D of cultivated foods. We recommend forming

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QyKCMp9l06QASuP3STBBX6iAroZpeCetd1J5Y-IDKjw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QyKCMp9l06QASuP3STBBX6iAroZpeCetd1J5Y-IDKjw/edit
https://bstrategyhub.com/panera-bread-swot-analysis/#:~:text=Panera%20is%20perfectly%20positioned%20to,dislike%20about%20fast%20food%20joints.
https://www.fastcasual.com/articles/panera-bread-execs-were-not-afraid-of-taking-risks/
https://www.fastcasual.com/articles/panera-bread-execs-were-not-afraid-of-taking-risks/


coalitions with other cultured food companies to generate goodwill with the public and influence

lawmakers to combat disadvantageous policies directed toward the cultivated foods industry.

Regulatory issues such as packaging and nomenclature are also a significant part of developing

a cohesively marketable message to new consumers. Currently, the USDA has issued advance

notices for proposed rulemaking in order to solicit feedback on labeling cell-cultured food

products as companies in the space move closer to commercialization, though cultured seafood

products will continue to be overseen by the FDA (except for catfish). With regulation of

cell-cultured food split between the two, both agencies aim to develop joint principles for

labeling and relevant claims for consistency. In the meantime, both agencies have agreed to

review labels submitted by cell-cultured food brands prior to the completion of policy standards

with the understanding that changes may be required in the future to comply with final

regulation. In addition to labeling, official nomenclature is another area where stakeholders are

beginning to converge. While various names are given to cultivated meat products today,

studies like those conducted by the U.S. based cultivated seafood company BlueNalu Inc. have

found “Cell-based seafood” (in regards to the seafood industry) to be considered most

agreeable. “Cell-based seafood” meets the regulatory requirements in distinguishing products

from those already known to consumers while also signaling allergenicity. We recommend

working closely with the FDA on acceptable packaging and labeling that fulfill both Cultured

Decadence’s message and the FDA’s safety requirements as well as set a strong standard for

cultivated seafood brands in the future.

Conclusion

Cultured Decadence is uniquely positioned for sustained success. The market for lobster has

long been limited by its relatively limited supply and high supply chain costs, and Cultured

Decadence has the potential to scale the market for lobster significantly and generate previously

unseen demand as lobster becomes more accessible. Our proposed advertising campaign “The

Only Thing Missing is the Shell” enables Cultured Decadence to reach that market and

communicate the value of its lobster to a wider audience.

Shortly before the submission of this marketing strategy and advertising campaign guide,

Cultured Decadence announced they had been acquired by California-based UPSIDE Foods, a

leading company in the cultivated meat, poultry, and seafood industry. We’re confident that this



partnership would provide more resources for Cultured Decadence to achieve its potential and

that our proposed advertising campaign aligns with the missions of both organizations.

Appendix

Exhibit 1: In-depth interview guide

1. How often do you eat food from...
a. A restaurant?
b. A ready-made meal?
c. A home cooked meal?

2. ...and what are your expectations about the meal itself?
3. How do you decide what to eat?
4. What comes to mind when you hear the word "lobster"?

a. What made you think of that?
5. What scenarios are you most likely to consume lobster?
6. What would you need to change in order to eat more lobster?
7. Does where your food comes from interest you, and if so, have you done any research

on your own?
8. Have you heard of...

a. Cultured meat?
b. Cellular agriculture?
c. Plant-based meat?

9. ...and could you describe your understanding of them?
10. What comes to mind when I tell you that, in the future, the lobster meat that you eat

could be grown in a lab? (then describe the company and things that they could do)
a. What are your impressions of the company and its mission?

11. If you could improve lobster as a food in any way, what would it be? (specify
characteristics, if needed)



Exhibit 2: Survey sample demographics









Exhibit 3: Cultured Lobster Product Differentiation



Exhibit 4: Factor Analysis Output

Exhibit 5: Cluster Analysis Output





Exhibit 6 - Summary of Survey Results





Exhibit 7 – Description of and Comparison between Convenience Eaters and
Sustainability-Minded clusters

Convenience Sustainability

Number of respondents 36 (34.6%) 19 (18.3%)

Behaviors driven by
sustainability

They generally agree that the
food industry should be more
sustainable and that
meat-production is
concerning, but are
neutral-unlikely to change
their eating patterns as a
result and don’t think eating
meat is unethical.

Almost all sustainability
minded individuals “strongly
agreed” that the food industry
should be more sustainable.
This group is most likely to
change their eating habits to
be more sustainable, and
most of them identify as at
least flexitarian. They slightly
agree that meat production is
unethical and are largely
concerned about the
environmental impacts of
meat production.

Eating behavior They don’t always cook their
own food, and when they do,
they opt for quick meals that
aren’t difficult to prepare or
eat. They have a tendency to
eat the same foods, though
they enjoy trying new things.

This group often, though not
always, cooks their own food.
Quick meals aren’t a priority
for them, and they don’t shy
away from meals that are
difficult to prepare or eat.
Many are willing to pay more
for quality foods.

Health Slight trends towards healthy
eating, but not a pressing
concern

Slight trends towards healthy
eating, but not a pressing
concern

Top sources for new recipes Friends and family; social
media; online videos

Friends and family; social
media; blogs

Primary shopping channel Supermarket, organic
markets, warehouse club
store (Costco, Sam’s)

Supermarket, organic market,
small store

Attitudes about alt proteins

Note - these 2 groups have
almost the same scores for
appeal of cultured meat and
likelihood of trying cultured
lobster

Meat is somewhat appealing,
plant-based and cultured are
neutral to somewhat
appealing. Somewhat likely to
try cultured lobster.

Meat is somewhat
unappealing, plant-based is
somewhat to very appealing,
cultured meat is neutral to
somewhat appealing.
Somewhat likely to try
cultured lobster



Reasons for not eating
lobster

Expensive, difficult to cook,
unavailable at restaurants
and difficult to eat. Notably,
no convenience respondents
said lobster is unsafe,
unhealthy, or bad for the
environment

Expensive, unavailable at
restaurants, difficult to cook
and bad for environment

Benefits of cultured lobster More sustainable, lower cost More sustainable, more
accessible

Concerns about cultured
lobster

Taste, unfamiliarity, texture,
not natural

Taste, texture

Cultured lobster price
expectations and WTP

75% expect cultured lobster
to be $14 and above. 92%
are willing to pay at or above
CD’s price point (~$11)

74% expect cultured lobster
to be $14 and above. 90%
are willing to pay at or above
CD’s price point (~$11)


